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OUR VISION

The

BLUEPRINT
For

NEXT
University Strategic Framework
THE

PILL AR S

—
Of the public, for the public. We will:
• Eliminate all barriers to a great education.
• Bring expertise to bear for the benefit of North Carolina
and beyond.
• Work for democracy: develop citizen-leaders and
encourage informed public discussion.
Innovation made fundamental. We will:
• Value and prioritize foundational research and
creative practice.
• Meet the imperative for learning that is personalized,
experiential, collaborative, and data-literate.
• Translate research into professional, commercial, and
societal uses.
• Adapt to evolving workforce and student needs.

TRE A SURE D VA LUE S

To be the leading global, public research
university in America with outstanding
educational programs at the best and
most affordable price, to conduct gamechanging research and innovate for the
public good, and to bring health and
prosperity to the citizens of the state,
nation, and beyond.
Envisioning the next ten years, our
framework identifies the priorities that
will guide our decision-making. These
choices reflect the University’s existing
strengths, hold fast to our commitment to
the public and deepen our campus culture
of innovation and creativity. The Blueprint
for Next was endorsed by the UNC-Chapel
Hill Board of Trustees in January 2017.

C ROSS- CUT TING
IMPE R ATIVE S
—
•
•
•
•
•

•

—
•

•

Above all, we are human, inclusive, and humane: we
build a highly capable community, care how we treat
one another, provide for each other’s well-being, and
facilitate personal success.
We embrace the evolving diversity of the people of
North Carolina and the broader community we serve.

•
•

•

Aspire to preeminence.
Help us serve as the economic powerhouse for the state.
Prepare our graduates for the new economy and
contemporary life.
Adopt a global mindset.
Address big societal questions.

We lead as a proudly public institution: in collaboration
with the people and our partner organizations in North
Carolina, nationally, and internationally.
We focus on population health and prosperity.
We embrace change and possibility; we prize beauty and
art; we are aspirational, energetic, creative, and willing
to take risks.
We are committed to operating effectively, sustainably,
ethically, transparently, nimbly, with technological
sophistication, at the pace of change.
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The Working Blueprint
Priorities
1. Eliminate all barriers to a great education
2. Bring expertise to bear for the benefit of North Carolina and beyond
3. Work for democracy: develop citizen-leaders and encourage informed public
discussion
4. Value & prioritize foundational research & creative practice
5. Meet the imperative for student learning that is personalized, experiential,
collaborative, and data-literate
6. Translate research and creative practice into professional, commercial, and societal
uses
7. Adapt to meet the career development needs of students and the workforce

Cross-Cutting Imperatives
1. Create the conditions where everyone in the campus community feels that they
belong
2. Adopt a global mindset
3. Achieve operational excellence in the administration of all units and
departments to enable significant growth in scale and impact
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Operational Excellence Initiative

 Carolina Excellence Initiative
 Business and Finance
 Human Resources
 Research Administration
 Data Analytics
 Strategic Planning and Assessment
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Guiding Principles
There is no presupposition of solutions (e.g., shared services) – the primary objective is
to improve service levels while taking into account the culture at each school and unit
This is not an effort aimed at cost savings – the focus instead is on improving the
quality, speed, and accuracy of services with an ultimate benefit to the end user and create
a platform that can accommodate the University’s future growth
We will engage the whole UNC – Chapel Hill community (e.g., Deans, faculty,
administrative staff) in a structured, collaborative, and transparent process

We must demonstrate what is possible by picking a service and making rapid
improvements
This effort will design a desired end state and “work backward” from that end state,
starting with the services of greatest importance to end users and building a culture of
performance management and continuous improvement
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Success at the end of Phase 1



A clear and common fact base across the institution on the current state of administrative
operations (e.g. listening tour themes, key KPIs, process maps for prioritized functions)



A “case for change” that compellingly articulates the need to shift the administrative
operations of the university



A clear plan for transforming operations and drastically improving service quality in
prioritized functions



Significant change in two high priority areas that builds momentum for the entire
transformation across campus (e.g., significantly decreasing the hiring process time)



A roadmap and capability building plan for the overall operating model of administrative
operations at UNC- Chapel Hill (i.e., over what period of time and in what order will
initiatives be implemented)



A university community that feels heard and has been continuously engaged throughout
the process (5 working teams of 15-20 people, along with 300+ stakeholders engaged)
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Stakeholder Engagement

 40+ Listening Sessions conducted / scheduled to understand current
pain points
– 100% of all schools
– 100% of all major departments
 18 person Steering Committee with representation from:
– School leadership (e.g., Deans)
– Central campus functional units (e.g., Vice Chancellors)
– Central campus administrative units (e.g., Vice Provosts)
– Faculty leadership (e.g., Chair of Faculty Council)
– Staff leadership (e.g., Chair of Employee Forum)
 5 “Design Teams” composed of mix of campus and central staff (1520 people per team)
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Data Analytics: Goals
Provide a state-of-the-art Data Analytics Infrastructure – Implement industry-leading
technology and platforms and best practices necessary to provide easy access to data and
methods for leveraging data.

Build a team of Data Analysts/Scientists – Create a core team of data analysts/scientists
that can leverage the University’s data to produce reports and dashboards that enable datadriven decision making at all levels of University leadership and management.

Build a Data-Driven Culture – Deploy training and other resources that enable all faculty
and staff at the University to be ’Citizen Data Scientists’ who think about the needs and
opportunities to incorporate data into all aspects of the University.

Eliminate Barriers – Identify all barriers to success and actively work to eliminate or
manage those barriers that impede access to and opportunities to leverage data.
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Data Analytics: Preliminary Recommendation 1
License and Implement Data Analytics Platforms as Campus Standards – Implement
the leading technologies and platforms that are needed to enable easy, quick access and
interpretation of data via modern analytics techniques. Chosen platforms should meet
today’s needs of reporting, dashboards and predictive analytics, but also be positioned to
take advantage of emerging technologies such as Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Platforms adopted as University standards would be supported by
the University and integrated with Institutional Data Sources.
Visualization Capability – Selected platform(s) should be able to provide
functionality for easy creation and deployment of dashboards and other
visual analytics. (Ex: Tableau)
Large Datasets – Selected platform(s) should be able to leverage large
datasets efficiently and with ease. (Ex: SAS Visual Analytics)
Continuing investment – Selected vendors need to be continually
investing in R&D of their product to keep pace with rapid advancements in
the analytics and data science landscapes. (Ex: IBM Cognos, Microsoft
Power BI)
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Data Analytics: Preliminary Recommendation 2
Create a small, agile data analytics team – Create three small teams, each of which
would include a data analyst/scientist paired with a subject matter expert who has
significant knowledge of the University’s data with the goal of producing ‘quick win’ reports
and dashboards that address immediate needs for high-value targets. These teams would
function in an agile fashion, initially making use of data that is ‘clean’ and currently available
while efforts proceed to ready additional datasets that may need additional work.
Agile & Flexible – The early stages of a data analytics effort will likely
present some unanticipated challenges. Teams should be able to be
flexible and respond in an agile fashion.
Produce Quick Wins – Every organization has challenges with some of its
data. Teams will work to produce ‘quick wins’ based on data that is more
mature and readily accessible.
Transient Org Model – While teams would function initially as
‘skunkworks’ operations, it is envisioned that they would transition into a
more traditional, permanent organizational structure as analytics efforts
and infrastructure mature.
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Data Analytics: Preliminary Recommendation 3
The Data Analytics Planning Committee should continue its efforts – While the initial
steps of building a data analytics infrastructure have been identified, there is much more
work that remains. The Committee should continue to consider how to:

Build and Promote a Data-Driven Culture – Deploy training and
additional resources that can help the University community understand
what data are available and how they can take advantage of it to
incorporate it into daily decision-making.
Establish Best Governance Model – Consider current governance efforts
and committees and propose changes to ensure a fully coordinated model
that ensures that the University continues to cultivate and sustain a robust
data analytics community.

Eliminate Ongoing Barriers – The team would focus current and new
barriers to success that need to be eliminated or managed to ensure easy,
fluid access to data for decision-making purposes. These include data
access/security, confidentiality/privacy, risk management, etc.
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Example: Sponsored Research Proposal Activity
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Example: Sponsored Research Proposal Activity
2006-2018
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Example: Sponsored Research NIH Awards (11/8/18)
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